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Going Deeper

The key to practicing Kum Nye is to refrain from labeling, manipulating, or trying to make

feelings mean something special. When a judgment arises in your mind, use it as a signal to go

deeper into sensations and feelings.

***

There is a kind of fascinated expectation or inner dialogue-we we speculate on success or failure and

comment on our progress'. In this way it is possible to spend many hours practicing Kum Nye without

opening to the energies and relaxation within. So do not let such inner dialogue gain control; relax and

let Kum Nye do itself. Direct your energy so that it flows freely-physically, mentally, and emotionally.

ally. Be aware and accepting,letting go’ without seriously paying attention to your inner dialogue or

getting involved in it. Simply concern yourself with what is at hand-doing an exercise or massage-and

do not worry about results. Then you can develop the open-ended attitude.

***

As you explore your body, you will discover sensitive and even painful areas. Breathe into the

pain; then exhale slowly and gently and relax the painful area. You will find that with the healing

effect of the exercises, pain can be transformed into sweetness.
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Each Kum Nye exercise has three levels at which the exercise may be experienced, corresponding to

three different levels of relaxation. At the first level, feelings have a kind of tone' such as joy or

sadness, warmth or coolness. These feelings are easy to identify and describe: there is perhaps a

tingling sensation, a slightly painful sensation, or a feeling of relaxation and energy flowing through

the body. These are surface’ feelings. We feel them in particular locations in the body, and we remain

aware of our self experiencing these feelings during the exercise. By closely attending to these initial

feelings or sensations, we can penetrate to a deeper level of feeling. The first layer of feeling opens to a

feeling of greater density and toughness, characterized by a holding quality which blocks energy flow.

This feeling cannot be exactly identified, but a flavor’ remains. Although this layer of feeling is more

difficult to deepen than the first, it can be gently melted through a kind of open concentration. At this

level there may be a sense of the exercise doing itself, though there is still an awareness of the `self’

feeling the sensation. The self may, however, be experienced as less solid.

***

As the flow of energies throughout our systems is so often imbalanced, we lose touch with our

feelings and sensations. This in itself makes it difficult for us to consistently move toward balance

within ourselves. Our old habits of reaching out for satisfaction, of looking to others to give us

feelings of joy and fulfillment, are hard to break. Yet the more we look outside ourselves for

fulfillment, the more we lose touch with our inner sensations. We lose touch with both our

physical body and our emotional body.

***

Even when you find yourself in situations that arouse great anger, frustration, or pain, you can

dissolve the disturbance by just being of aware of your breathing, slightly paying attention and

making the breath calm, slow, and rhythmical. The longer you accumulate energy with the breath,

the more your whole body calms down; as you give the energy a chance to settle, various parts of

the body, at all levels, quiet down. Life has a healthy rhythm, undisturbed by extremes, and the

senses can fully ripen and mature.
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